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DNA-protein interactions play a central role, for example, in such cellular processes as
DNA replication, transcription, and repair [2]. Prediction of the interactions between DNA
and protein is a significant but not trivial task [1]. Currently, 6048 DNA-protein structures are
available in open databases. A classification of DNA-protein makes it possible to effectively
study the patterns of DNA-protein recognition.

This work aims to correct errors in the existing version of NPIDB ([3], http://npidb.belozer
sky.msu.ru/), to create a classification of the structures of DNA-protein complexes using the
current corrected data from NPIDB, to describe structural features and to make an internal
classification of the most popular families.

The classification is based on the principles from [5], but instead of domains allocated in
protein chains according to the data of the SCOP databank whose support was discontinued in
2009, the domains allocated according to the Pfam databank [4] are classified. The classification
is based on contacts between DNA and protein molecules. Hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic
interactions, and water bridges are considered. The contact type is a pair of contacting structural
elements (one element from the protein is a helix, beta-sheet, or turn/unstructured segment,
one from DNA is the major groove, the minor groove, or the sugar-phosphate backbone). The
interaction mode for the domain and domain structure is defined as a list of contact types, and
the interaction class for a family of domains is defined as the intersection of domain interaction
modes.

A set of Python programs determining interaction and interaction classes was written. Only
protein structures in complexes with a double DNA helix (at least 6 complementary pairs),
solved by X-ray analysis with a resolution < 3 Å were considered. The data were statistically
processed, the number of structures and domains with each interaction mode and the number
of families with each interaction class were obtained. Several particular families have been
described.
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